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Abstract: At present knowledge has developed very quickly This 

has lead to many possibly together positive and negative changes 

in our day by day lives. One such change was the distended use of 

personal computers and gaming consoles as well as the 

introduction of many violent on line games. In this chapter we 

have investigated the effects of playing violent on line games on 

students with the help of   Combined Disjoint Block Fuzzy 

Cognitive Maps (CDBFCM). W . B .  Va s a n t h a  Ka n d a s a m y ,  

A . V i c t o r  De v a d o s s  s t a r t e d  t h e  t e c h n i q u e .  Th i s  

t e c h n i q u e  w i l l  b e  e f f i c i e n t  i f  t h e  n u m e r a l   o f  

c o n c e p t s   a r e  b i g  i n  f i g u r e  a n d  we  h a v e  t o  c l u s t e r  

t h e m .  Th e  t r o u b l e s  a r e  d i s c u s s e d  h e r e  with the assist 

of Combined Disjoint Block Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (CDBFCM). 

F i n a l l y  most important effects of playing violent online games 

on students are identified. For this we used neutrosophic 

device. There are five sections. Section one provides details 

regarding Fuzzy Cognitive Maps and  the effects of playing 

violent on line games on students. Section two provides basic 

concepts of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps , Combined Disjoint Block 

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. Process of finding the unseen outline was 

given in section three.  The difficulties are given in section four. 

After the completion of work decisions are given in the last 

section..  

 

Index Terms: Combined disjoint Fuzzy Cognitive Maps, 

violent on line games, students. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

             FCM look like neural networks, they contain 

commanding, extensive things like a numerical instrument 

to model multifaceted models. A mathematical model 

which is started through L.A. Zadeh in 1965 named as 

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. After ten years in  1976, Political 

scientist R. Axelord [7] used these  cognitive maps for 

making decision in communal and political systems. Bart 

Kosko [2],[3],[4] was the guru of fuzzy logic,  and he 

introduced this idea in the year 1986.  Also he enhanced the 

power of cognitive maps considering fuzzy principles to 

concepts of the cognitive maps, fuzzy degrees of 

interconnection among concepts. He utilizes this for 

indicating data like a consistent, heading for, bi- level-logic 

diagram On this concept number of research papers 

presented by using FCM as an device on students. In this 

paper we will define Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) and also 
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define many of its related definitions. They are useful when 

the information is unconfirmed. The process will be very 

easy, efficient because using this method the data will be 

analyzed using directed graphs, relation matrices. Playing 

violent on line games will have many negative  effects on 

students. In this paper, various effects of playing violent on 

line games on students were considered, at last the foremost 

reasons were found. 

II.   PRELIMINARIES  

 Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) will be useful applicable if 

the information is unconfirmed one. The FCMs based on the 

estimation of experts. FCMs sculpt the earth as a set of 

classes and informal associations among classes.  

 

2.1. Definition 

 

. If nodes for FCM be fuzzy sets subsequently these nodes will 

be named like fuzzy nodes 

 

2.2. Definition 

FCMs having end weights otherwise causal relations of set 

{–1, 0, 1} will be named as simple FCMs. 

 

2.3. Definition 

 

An FCM is a directed graph by means of concepts similar to 

principles, actions and so on being nodes, casual relations 

being edges. This indicates fundamental connection among 

concepts. 

2.4. Definition 

  Take   nodes belonging to the FCM. Assume 

that the directed graph be drawn by means of end weight 

∈ {0, 1, –1}. The matrix W is determined with W = ( ) 

where  be the weight belonging to the directed edge   

. W will be named as adjacency matrix belonging to FCM, 

which is  moreover called relation matrix belonging to FCM. 

The most significant point is each and every matrix 

connected by means of FCM is constantly a square matrix   

having diagonal elements be 0. 

2.5. Definition 

    Let … ,   be the nodes of an FCM. G = ( … 

,  )  such that ∈{0, 1}. G will be named as instantaneous 

state vector, G indicates on-off situation for a node during 

that moment.  = 0 when   be off,   = 1   when   be   on 

for 

 i = 1, 2, …, n. 
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2.6. Definition 

 Let  … ,   be present as nodes to the FCM.  Let , 

,…    exist as ends for FCM (i ≠ j).At that moment 

these  ends construct a directed cycle. 

An FCM will suppose to be cyclic, when that contains a 

directed cycle. An FCM will suppose to be acyclic when that 

will not have at all directed cycle. 

2.7. Definition 

If an FCM contains cycles then there will be a feedback for 

that FCM. 

. 

2.8. Definition 

If an FCM contains feedback that is if the causality stream all 

the way by means of a cycle using innovatory method, such 

FCM will be named as   a dynamical system. 

2.9. Definition 

Suppose   ,  ,…     exist as cycle. If  be 

switched on, and the causal relation streams all the way by 

means of ends of a cycle , when it once more gives  ,  then 

the dynamical system will go in a circular manner. We can 

apply the above situation to every node for  i  = 1,2,…,n. 

The stability stage of the dynamical system will be named as 

hidden pattern.  

2.10. Definition 

When the stability stage for the dynamical system 

be an exclusive state vector, it will be named as a 

fixed point. Take FCM having { } being 

nodes. In favor of illustration we will begin this 

dynamical system by means of making   on. We will 

imagine such that FCM settles having  on, that 

is when the state vector ruins the same as   

which will be named as fixed point. 

2.11 . Definition 

When FCM settles having state vector replicating as 

→ → … →  →  subsequently the stability stage will 

be named as limit cycle. 

2.12. Definition 

Limited figure belonging to FCM will join collectively for 

creating combined consequence to each and every FCM. Let 

us take   … ,   as adjacency matrices belonging to 

FCM having nodes  … ,  . At that time combined 

FCM will be obtained through totaling each and every 

adjacency matrix  … ,  . The combined FCM 

adjacency matrix will be indicated as W =  … 

+   .  

2.13. Definition 

Let us take   … ,    as  n different attributes for the 

trouble having  n extremely big, not a prime. When n is 

separated as k equivalent classes, that is  n/k = t and these k 

classes will be  put out of joint. When the directed graph  for 

all the  k classes was  discovered  having t attributes in each 

and every class, at that time the subsequent relation  matrices 

will be  produced. All the relation matrices will be combined 

like blocks for getting n×n matrix. The  n×n relation matrix 

generates combined disjoint block FCM having un 

equivalent classes. 

2.14. Definition 

Assume that G = ( … ,  )  be the vector accepted inside  

the  dynamical system W. Then GW = ( ) . If 

( ) will be obtained by thresholding, restricting 

the vector GW, then it will be indicated as (  ך   (

( ). 

Therefore the sign’ ך ' indicates that resulting vector was 

threshold and restructured  

FCMs contain lot of benefits. At the same time they have 

drawbacks too. Most important benifit   be FCM is easy. 

FCMs will work using the view of a person who is familiar in 

that area. If information be unconfirmed at that time FCM   

will turn out to be useful. With the help of this method hidden 

pattern related to the condition will be discovered. As all of 

us be familiar that the power belonging to the information at 

all times depends on so many views we apply combined 

FCMs having the views of lot of persons who are familiar in 

this area.  The drawback regarding combined FCM be if the 

weightages will be 1, –1 to similar , we contain the total 

summing to 0. Due to the above reason the relation 

matrices ,   cannot be applicable to summation 

always.  Joint contradictory views may lead to withdraw, 

using the strong law of large numbers,an agreement appears 

because model view accurate fundamental people view. The 

above trouble will be simply clarified when FCM elements be 

1 and 0. 

III. METHOD OF DETERMINING THE HIDDEN 

PATTERN 

                       Suppose   being nodes for  

FCM having feedback. Suppose W is the connected 

adjacency matrix. We will determine the hidden pattern if 

 be switched on. If we give entry as the vector  

 = (1,0,….,0), information must bypass all the way 

through the connection matrix W. We can perform this by 

means of multiplying  with the matrix W. Suppose 

W = ( ) having threshold function, it 

means  replicate  with 1 when  ≥ k ,   with 0 when 

< k (k being appropriate positive integer). We 

reconstruct the resultant concept, the concept  be 

incorporated into the reconstructed vector by means of 

taking the first coordinate be 1 inside  resultant vector. If 

W ך  at this moment take W, replicate the similar 

process. The process be replicated until fixed point point 

will be obtained. 

IV. CONCEPTS OF  PROBLEM 

With the help from philological questionnaire, by taking the 

view of a person who is familiar in this area the below 12 

attributes { , } are considered. 

 

 :    Increases aggressive behavior 

 :    Play in secret 

  :   Pre occupation 

  :   Social Isolation 

 :   Spends less time with family 

 :   Neglecting other areas 

:    Teaches wrong values 

 :     Lack of control 

 :    Ill health 

:   Misuse of money  

:    Poor academic 

performance 

 :   Obesity 
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We divide the 12 attributes into 3 classes    

containing   4 in each class. 

 

Let = { }  

      = {  } 

      = {  } 

 

We will consider the view of a person who is expert in this 

area to all classes , acquire the matrix connected to combined 

disjoint block FCMs. View of person who is familiar in this 

area to the class = { } be in the shape of the 

directed graph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 

 

As per view of a person who is familiar in this area the 

attribute increases aggressive behavior is interconnected 

with social isolation, teaches wrong values. The attribute 

increases aggressive behavior is the cause for misuse of 

money. The attribute social isolation is interconnected with 

teaches wrong values. The attributes teaches wrong values 

and misuse of money are interconnected.  

The associated relation matrix  is as follows. 

 

M1   = 
 

 

The view of a person who is familiar in this area to = 

{  }will be  in the shape  of the directed graph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2 

 

           

 As per view of a person who is familiar in this area the 

attribute play in secret is interconnected with spends less 

time with family. The attribute lack of control is the cause for 

play in secret, spends less time with family, poor academic 

performance. The attribute play in secret is the cause for poor 

academic performance.  

 

The associated relation matrix  is as follows. 

 

 =   

 

The view of a person who is familiar in this area for the class 

= {  } will be  in the shape of the directed 

graph. 

 

 
Fig.3 
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As per the view of a person who is familiar in this area the 

attribute pre occupation is the cause for neglecting other 

areas, ill health, obesity. The attributes ill health and obesity 

are interconnected  

The associated relation matrix is as follows. 

 

 =   

           

At this moment the combined disjoint block connection 

matrix belonging to the fuzzy cognitive maps F  as follows. 

             

F= 

 

 
 

If the on position of the attribute increases aggressive 

behavior was taken, each and every other states are off the 

effect of 

 Y=   

on the CDBFCM is as follows. 

 

  YFך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

F ך =  = Y 

 

Y will be the fixed point belonging to the dynamical system. 

If   the state  is on increases aggressive behavior affects 

students. 

If the on state of the attributes increases aggressive behavior, 

Pre occupation,   Spends less time with family, Lack of 

control,   Misuse of money ,   Obesity ,remaining nodes are in 

off state. 

 At this moment we learn the effect of the dynamical system F   

  Let T =  

be the state vector depicting the on state vector T inside 

dynamical system F. 

 

TF ך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

 

F ך =  =  

 

 

At that time  will be the fixed point of the dynamical 

system. Therefore  factors   will be   on,  

factors play in secret, Social Isolation,   Neglecting other 

areas, Teaches wrong values, ill health,   Poor academic 

performance are in the off state all other states turn out to be 

on. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION PART 

Here the technique applied is Combined Disjoint Blocked 

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. Using this technique we will identify 

major causes for various real world problems. This is  

suitable simple, commanding device ,  useful in many areas 

like communal , medicinal. Playing violent on line games 

will have many negative effects on students. In this paper, 

various effects of playing violent on line games on students 

were considered, at last  important effects were found. 

With the help of the philological questionnaire, by taking the 

view of a person who is familiar in this area  we have 

considered  12 attributes { , } which are 

explained above. 

 

We divided   the 12 attributes into 3 classes    each 

consisting of 4 attributes. They are 

      = { }  

      = {  } 

      = {  } 

 

In Fig.1 using the attributes  we have drawn a 

directed graph. We draw the graph based on the relation 

between   the attributes  which is explained 

below. 

The attribute increases aggressive behavior is interconnected 

with social isolation, teaches wrong values. The attribute 

increases aggressive behavior is the cause for misuse of 

money. The attribute social isolation is interconnected with 

teaches wrong values. The attributes teaches wrong values 

and misuse of money are interconnected.  

Using this Fig.1  and using the relations a related connection 

matrix  is formed  which is given below. 

 

 

M1   = 
 

If there is relation between attributes we have given 

1.Otherwise we have given 0. 
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In Fig.2 using the attributes  we have drawn a 

directed graph. We draw the graph based on the relation 

between   the attributes  which is explained 

below. 

The attribute play in secret is interconnected with spends less 

time with family. The attribute lack of control is the cause for 

play in secret, spends less time with family, poor academic 

performance. The attribute play in secret is the cause for poor 

academic performance.  

Using this Fig.2  and using the relations a related connection 

matrix  is formed  which is given below. 

 

 =   

If there is relation between attributes we have given 

1.Otherwise we have given 0. 

In Fig.3 using the attributes   we have drawn a 

directed graph. We draw the graph based on the relation 

between   the attributes  which is explained 

below. 

 The attribute pre occupation is the cause for neglecting other 

areas, ill health, obesity. The attributes ill health and obesity 

are interconnected  

Using this Fig.3  and using the relations a related connection 

matrix  is formed  which is given below. 

 

 =   

 

If there is relation between attributes we have given 

1.Otherwise we have given 0. 

            Now after getting the relational matrices , ,    

we have combined the three matrices. Each matrix is referred 

as block. Combining the matrices is nothing but combining 

the blocks. So this technique is called Combined Disjoint 

Blocked Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. The cobined matrix F is 

given below. 

F= 

 
For determining the hidden pattern we used the following 

method. 

       Suppose   being nodes for the FCM 

having feedback. Suppose W is the connected adjacency 

matrix. We will determine the hidden pattern if  be 

switched on. If we give entry as the vector  

 = (1,0,….,0), information must bypass all the way 

through the connection matrix W. We can perform this by 

means of multiplying  with the matrix W. Suppose 

W = ( ) having threshold function, it 

means that replicate  with 1 when  ≥ k ,   with 0 

when < k (k being appropriate positive integer). We 

reconstruct the resultant concept, the concept  be 

incorporated into the reconstructed vector by means of 

taking the first coordinate be 1 inside the resultant vector. 

If W ך  at this moment take W, replicate the 

similar process. The process be replicated until we obtain 

a fixed point. 

Now using this method consider the on position of the 

attribute increases aggressive behavior , each and every other 

states are off the effect of 

 Y=   

on the CDBFCM is as follows. 

 

  YFך = (Say) 

 

F  ך = (Say) 

 

F  ך =  = Y 

 Therefore Y is the fixed point of the dynamical system. 

If   the state  is on increases aggressive behavior affects 

students. 

If the on state of the attributes increases aggressive behavior, 

Pre occupation,   Spends less time with family, Lack of 

control,   Misuse of money ,   Obesity and  all other nodes are 

in off state. 

 At this moment we learn the effect of the dynamical system F   

  Let T =  

be the state vector depicting the on state vector T inside the 

dynamical system F. 

 

TF  ך = (Say) 

 

F  ך = (Say) 

 

F  ך = (Say) 

 

F  ך = (Say) 

 

F ך = (Say) 

 

F  ך = (Say) 

 

F  ך = (Say) 

 

F ך =  =  

 

Hence  will be the fixed point of the dynamical system. 

 

We investigated the effects of playing violent on line games 

among students   with the help of CDBFCM model. The limit 

point of the dynamical system proves that the attributes  

   are the most important effects of playing violent 

on line games among students  . 
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This implies that  Increases aggressive behavior, Play in 

secret, ill health are the most important effects of playing 

violent on line games among students   and due to these their 

studies  are getting  effected. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Using CDBFCM model we considered a social problem and 

identified the major causes. We have  conducted manual 

survey from which we got the same result. Manual survey is 

time taken process. Instead of doing manual survey we can 

apply this model and we can do the work in an effective 

manner. So this technique is fast and effective.  
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